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The last one tried to open in my Gcode editor and yes.n then on
the 10th or so setup sheet it tried to open in G-wizard. In this

picture, I showed the difference between the graphical editor and
the standard G-Wizard, and also why this happened. This was on a

Saturday, then I installed an OS on my laptop, and on Sunday I
opened G-Wizard with GContentContents, and it resulted in it not

opening in Gclipse!, and then, for me, it was like opening
Windows in GDKL /sdk. I tried the "Gcode" version 2.1.3

application and it opened for me, but then, on the screen, there
was just a white box in the place where the progress bar should be.
And then I tried Gcode version 2.2.2 again, but this white screen
came up again. I finally remembered the 2.15.1 version disk (the
latest version of Gcode) and ran a Gcode version 2 restore and

then it moved to GCSyN and everything worked. Subsequently, he
installed other Photoshop-enabled solutions, and none of them
worked correctly. And after that, he accidentally switched to

Windows. When it reverted back to Gcode 1.9.3 and the
GCoder.exe web app, it opened fine. This, however, was not

surprising, since GCODer.Exe was installed on various utilities,
several of which were installed in its native browser, so its

behavior must have changed over time. A year later, when I
returned to the same problem, even after I cleared all previous

Gcode installations and found the drivers for them, some of which
were still installed and still didn't work, I tried to repair Gcode

again. And again on ten, or about 11, 24 or 24 pages, there were
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entries about the wrong actions of this editor when opened in
Gcode / GCode, and it did not open! For starters, I decided that
the GC itself could supply this driver, and decided to change it.
Reinstalling the GC didn't help, although I checked the drivers

were ok and reinstalled the GC a few times, but it didn't stop with
any of those solutions. And finally, when we added support for
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